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0 of 0 review helpful This book is creatively useful in helping you improve your English literacy and it affects your 
way of thinking as well By Gil H I ve used this book for an English 101 class and I have to say that these essays 
stories narratives from various authors helped me improve my English literacy and it also supported my brainstorming 
when conjuring up ideas to write in my essays I was surprised at how much The classic among essay readers The 
Norton Reader has introduced millions of writing students to the essay as a genre First published in 1965 it is still the 
best selling thematic reader and the only thematic reader that also supports a genre based approach The Thirteenth 
Edition introduces a new generation of editors almost 50 new essays and a unique new website that allows readers to 
sort and search for readings by theme genre ldquo We chose The Norton Reader for the breadth and excellence of its 
readings and for the way those readings foster critical thinking and thoughtful writing It s a book that prompts both 
instructors and students to think about many of the most i 
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